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Nanotechnology product development has surged in recent years, with over 800
nanotechnology-based consumer products available on the market, spanning a spectrum of
products including tennis rackets, stain-resistant pants, cooking oil, sunscreens, pharmaceuticals,
and electronics.1 Nanotechnology involves science and engineering at the scale of 1–100
nanometers (nm) where nanoscale materials exhibit novel properties such as increased strength,
enhanced

optical

features,

antimicrobial

properties,

and

superconductivity.

While

nanotechnology offers much promise, these novel properties and behaviors may also pose new
risks. There is increasing concern of the toxicity of engineered nanomaterials and the effects on
biological systems and the environment, which remain largely unknown.2 There is also concern
of the potential for misuse of nanotechnology for large-scale malicious acts; in fact, many
scientists warn that engineered nanoparticles mimicking a deadly virus could create a global
health threat if released into the public because of the current inability to detect specific
nanoparticles in the air or water.
Despite emerging applications, consumer access to nanoproducts, and concerns about the
potential dangerous uses of nanoscale materials, policy-makers are struggling to determine what
oversight framework is most appropriate and effective to oversee nanotechnology research and
downstream products. Using a comparative approach, this paper focuses on considerations for
the development of oversight of a distinct risk of nanotechnology: not one resulting from
consumer use of nanotechnology products, but rather the potential misuse in the laboratory to
produce a nefarious application that threatens public health or the environment. In this context,
dual-use technologies serve as a useful comparison as they can be used legitimately as well as
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improperly for dangerous uses such as bioterrorism. This paper advocates that there is a critical
need to identify core issues encountered in the past with dual-use technologies in order to
develop adequate preparation mechanisms for nanotechnology research with potential dual-use
capabilities. This article will examine important considerations for preparation, monitoring and
surveillance, detection, and response plans for past dual-use technologies to identify critical
issues for potential misuse of nanotechnology. Based on the lessons from dual-use technologies,
this article will conclude with basic recommendations for initial nanotechnology governance
before legislative or administrative action can be effective.

I. POTENTIAL DUAL-USE OF NANOTECHNOLOGY
Nanotechnology has uses in many areas of society, including academia and industry, but
arguably its most powerful and potentially dangerous use is with military research and
applications. Nanoparticles have been found to have properties that are attractive for military
uses; they can be more explosive than ordinary materials and due to their greater surface to mass
ratio, they are more reactive.3 From 2007 to 2009, the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) had
the greatest investment in the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) budget for nanoscale
science and engineering research and development of the 26 member agencies, with $450 million
in 2007, $487 million estimated for 2008, and $431 proposed for 2009.4 Based on these numbers,
one can either conclude that the DOD either sees great military potential in nanotechnology or
great risk to national security from possible acts of terrorism or military activities of other
countries.
Due to the properties of nanotechnology and the lack of relevant research and oversight
about the airborne transport of nanomaterials or its effect on the human body and the
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environment,5 it is entirely probable that nanotechnology research—under either good or poor
intentions—could lead to a large-scale adverse event that may severely damage public health, the
environment, or both. Nanotechnology could be used to create resistance to current vaccines or
medication, which could lead to a large-scale outbreak or epidemic for which there is inadequate
preparation. Another possible use is the release of a dangerous substance into the environment
utilizing enhanced nanoscale transport properties, which would be irreversibly damaging to soil
and ecosystems given that the removal of nanoparticles from the environment may not be
possible.6 Real-life examples of this type of event could include releasing harmful nanoparticles
similar to Anthrax into a highly populated area or releasing dangerous nanomaterials into a large
water system. This paper will use the term ―nanobioterrorism‖ when discussing a nefarious use
of nanotechnology, because the primary terrorism concerns discussed will relate to the use of
nanomaterials interacting with the human body, as well as nanomaterials mimicking biological
systems as agents or viruses.7

II. NANOBIOTERRORISM: PREPARATION, DETECTION, SURVEILLANCE, AND
RESPONSE
It is essential to create a framework of oversight to prevent dangerous use of
nanotechnology within the context of terrorist attacks. International frameworks and policies for
oversight and prohibition of chemical and bioweapons already exist through efforts such as the
Chemical Weapons Convention and the Biological Weapons Convention that ban the use of such
weapons.8 The U.S. has passed its own legislation to protect the public from biological or
chemical technologies used towards the development and use of weapons.9 While some argue
that nanobioterrorism would be within the context of existing frameworks of chemical or bio-
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terrorism, this may not be appropriate due to the lack of information of behavior and properties
at the nanoscale.
Initial governance of nanotechnology requires learning from past treatment of other dualuse technologies. The National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) has broadly
defined dual-use research as ―the development of new technologies and the generation of
information with the potential for benevolent and malevolent purposes.‖10 This article details
considerations that will be important in developing legal and regulatory frameworks regarding
nano dual-use potential, including prevention measures, early surveillance and detection
methods, and possible responses to a nanobioterrorist event. It will conclude with
recommendations to address these elements of overseeing potential nanobioterrorism.
A. PREVENTIVE MEASURES FOR NANO DUAL-USE
After September 11, 2001 and the 2001 Anthrax spore attacks, it is evident that terrorist
attacks are a real concern and merit preventive measures and planning. Furthermore, with
developments in nanotechnology, nanobioterrorist efforts will achieve results of greater
magnitude, with materials at a smaller scale that are harder to detect. Since nanobioterrorism is
not an unlikely occurrence in the near future, it is important to begin advance planning in order
to prevent such attacks and reduce wide-scale repercussions.11
1. Model and Scenario Building
Models and scenario-building that simulate terrorist events can be a strong source of
information-gathering to improve response capability. These models are important because they
provide knowledge about the level of threat from biological weapons, and they allow estimations
of the effectiveness of various responses. Models can be developed through engagement of
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relevant agencies12 and conducting experiments to formulate a better prediction of how mass
exposure to nanoparticles or bacteria/viruses will impact humans, as well as the environment.13
Unlike bioterrorism, simulating a nanobioterrorist attack would be very difficult due to
the lack of research and nano-specific knowledge. However, these simulations could provide
insight into the areas of potential weakness during response and where research is most needed
in order to ultimately have an effective prevention and response plan.
2. Categorization of Risks
A complementary approach is to categorize the types of dual-use technologies that pose
risks with information on their potential threat to human safety and national security. In
preventive preparation for bioterrorism using biological agents and organisms, one approach is to
mark and identify the source of the risk involved in different types of dual-use technology by
assigning a unique code to each type and variant.14 This organization of potentially dangerous
elements offers knowledge in how to provide defense to these threats, as well as how to respond
to the threats if they do occur. However, biological weapons are distinct from nanomaterials in
that biological agents and microorganisms are well categorized presently and new strains can be
identified as potentially harmful with minimal difficulty based on existing information.
3. Expert Review by the Department of Defense
The DOD has invested substantial funding into nanotechnology research, indicating that
there will likely be military and national security applications. As much of the military research
and development is classified information not available to the general public, there is a
transparency issue regarding prevention planning which recreates a unique responsibility for the
DOD. Thus, the DOD must implement a specialized framework for regulation, accountability,
and response that involves objective experts privy to classified information and external to the
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actual research investigation. Such a system of expert review will identify military research that
could inadvertently result in malevolent use as federal oversight frameworks are not equipped to
deal with the subsequent impact given the secrecy surrounding its development.
Although this three-part comparative analysis is grounded in techniques applied to
bioterrorism, the behavior of nanomaterials may be so unique that comparable efforts will be
ineffective. They also highlight the need for more research and testing on toxicity and the effects
of exposure to nanomaterials before relevant laws can be effectively designed. Current
preventive preparation for a nanoterrorist attack will prove to be complex and mainly derived
through historical analysis and comparison since current predictions of nanotechnologies may be
incorrect or speculatory.
B. EARLY SURVEILLANCE AND DETECTION
The uniqueness of nanotechnology derives from the fact that certain—and, often
common—materials react in different ways at the nanoscale. The difference between
surveillance of nanotechnology and biologics is due to a number of unique nano-characteristics,
namely: optical, chemical, mechanical, thermal, and physical. Environmental and health
surveillance and research surveillance are discussed below.
1. Environmental and Health Surveillance
Currently, there are no generally available tests to determine the presence of
nanoparticles in air and water and consumer products. Additionally, with nanoparticle toxicity
risk assessment and surveillance, it is not only important to detect the material, but also its form,
surface area, size, and other qualities.15 For example, the presence of a common element like
carbon is not necessarily concerning in itself, but it could provide unique risks and toxicity
concerns at the nanoscale because of the change in properties.
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Nanobioterrorism also has a potential to create large-scale threats to human health
through contaminated food, drugs, and biologics. These products may fall under Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) enforcement authority as adulterated or misbranded; however, this may
not be sufficient as contaminated nanoparticles may present a unique—and, potentially, more
severe—risk to public health and safety.
2. Research Surveillance
Surveillance not only includes actual environmental testing of nanoparticles, but also
surveying the laboratories that are working with nanotechnology research of dual-use capability.
This surveillance recognizes that even researchers with positive intentions could be creating
applications with malevolent uses if the products or information came to be within the possession
of individuals with terrorist objectives.
In dual-use biotechnology research, the principal investigator is responsible for
compliance with the National Institutes of Health guidelines in their research, as well ensuring
that all reporting requirements occur within the appropriate time period.16 Enforcing compliance
with these guidelines ultimately uses the weight of federal funding, but also utilizes both local
self-regulation and limited federal oversight. While reporting mechanisms may be useful for
those that have positive research intentions, they will not necessarily catch the ―bad actors‖ or
companies that develop potentially dangerous products.17 It is unlikely that companies will
voluntarily choose to test environmental effects because it is costly, links a certain product to a
negative effect, and there is little incentive to comply. A mandatory regulatory framework for
laboratory research and development is needed to ensure responsible and consistent reporting
and feedback loops to all agencies.
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C. EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Advance preparation for emergency response is critical to reduce both immediate damage
and long-lasting health and environmental effects from hazardous exposure to chemicals or
biologics. Two of the major public health concerns involve either introduction of hazardous
airborne nanoparticles or introduction of nano-manipulated viruses or bacteria that lead to
comprised immune systems. Appropriate emergency response must both shield the population
from the danger and protect those that have not yet been exposed. With an open air release or the
release of a dangerous agent, it is difficult to know how many people will be affected and how
quickly disease will set in.18 This section will discuss infrastructure capacity and engagement of
the public as useful efforts for emergency response to dual-use technologies.
It is necessary to create a system that has the public health and medical infrastructure to
address sudden and large-scale demands on various systems.19 Treatment may be unavailable
due to the disruption in immunity or the lessened efficacy of available vaccines;20 therefore there
must be plans for basic needs in the case of quarantine and isolation in order to reduce further
public health issues and to quell public fear during a time of crisis.21 While systems already exist
within the federal government for disaster response, coordination with preexisting local response
plans is a necessity.22 This planning requires coordination of responsibility allocation between
the public and private sector.23 It is likely that bioterrorism risks of large-scale demands on
health care capacity and financial resources will also be true for nanotechnology because
maximized damage and paralysis of society are typically the ultimate goals of terrorist acts. This
process should involve governmental agencies and experts to create a coordinated plan for
examining available data, creating a response plan, coordinating the response between the
different actors, and communicating with the public.24
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CONCLUSION
From current knowledge and research, nanotechnology will likely have dual-use
applications and thus require special attention in risk assessment and response efforts. One of the
valuable qualities of nanomaterials is their novel properties at the nanoscale, making them
attractive for malevolent uses in nanobioterrorism. With this potential, it is critical to devise a
comprehensive system of oversight and regulation to prevent nanobioterrorist attacks and
minimize their potential impact. Until research on the possible harmful effects progresses, it is
necessary to approach the development of this system through governance based on existing
knowledge and frameworks for dual-use technology oversight.
This paper demonstrates the urgent need to anticipate and respond to malevolent uses of
nanotechnology before enacting laws that may unduly restrict research and innovation. Serious
questions arise with respect to whether new governance is necessary from known materials and
whether new laws are required in existing products and biologics. The gaps identified in this
paper indicate a number of weaknesses in our system of oversight of nanotechnology research
and products. These weaknesses indicate specific and concrete risks that will continue unless the
scientific community and the nanotechnology industry begin to invest increased time and energy
into risk assessment and nanotoxicology studies, in addition to greater collaboration among
actors, and increased public engagement and education. Although these are not easy tasks, it is
necessary to address potential dangers as nanotechnology research will continue to bring risks
that may ultimately require nano-specific legislation and government agency oversight.
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